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Abstract. Annotating datasets with metadata is an important part of
organizing and curating data. However, it is a time consuming process
and often not done in a rigorous fashion. In this paper, we propose a
new approach to annotating datasets through the use of reconstructed
provenance. A detailed survey of the related work in this area is given.
Additionally, we provide an overview of our approach for both reconstructing provenance and using that provenance to automatically annotate datasets with metadata. This approach leverages existing work in
AI planning and change detection algorithms.
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Introduction

A major impediment to data aggregation and exploitation is the need to describe
datasets and their contents with appropriate metadata, so they can be appropriately organized and prepared for analysis. Typically, simple metadata about
location and time of collection are available, but important metadata about data
properties and provenance require effort and are not typically captured. Moreover, scientists tend to rely on spreadsheets and other data preparation software
that does not create metadata for the resulting data. Despite major investments
in infrastructure for metadata annotation, the collection of metadata remains a
challenging area for science because of the effort it requires.
We are investigating a new approach that automatically derives metadata
rather than requiring scientists to provide it. The key idea is that rather than
manually annotating the metadata of many datasets, we manually annotate the
(much fewer) models that use the data. Scientists will be able to upload datasets
they have collected together with informal descriptions, but with no structured
metadata associated with them. Other scientists will download these datasets
and prepare them to be analyzed by models implemented in software. Our system
will have access to the original datasets and the prepared datasets that are input
to models.
Our approach is to reconstruct the provenance of the prepared dataset, that
is, to infer what sequence of transformations could have been done to the original
dataset to obtain the final dataset. The final datasets can be assigned metadata

because of the way they are used in a model, and once the provenance is reconstructed then the metadata can be propagated to the initial dataset. We assume
a messy environment where data is provided as is (e.g., a normal desktop file
system).
Being able to reconstruct provenance is of interest because it places less of
a burden on scientists to either adapt to an underlying provenance system or
document provenance themselves. In this paper, we provide a review of related
work in possible approaches to addressing the problem of reconstructing provenance. From this review, we outline a new approach to solving the problem of
reconstructing provenance tailored towards automatic metadata annotation.

2

Approaches to reconstructing provenance

Provenance has been studied from a variety of perspectives. There have been
several good surveys of the provenance literature [20, 9, 13]. Here, we focus on
the specific literature related to reconstructing provenance. We begin by looking
at work directly from the provenance community. We then recast the problem
of reconstructing provenance as one of either change detection or planning and
review the related work in those two areas.
2.1

Approaches from the provenance literature

We classify the related work in provenance into three broad areas: mining provenance from data, using network structures to infer provenance, and leveraging
the execution environment to reconstruct provenance.
Mining provenance The problem of reconstructing chains of historical evolution for a corpus of text documents is discussed in [11]. The approach consists in
clustering the documents based on their cosine similarity as vectors of terms and
ordering the documents in each cluster based on their creation time. Due to the
similarity metrics involved, this method can only reconstruct the dependencies
between the documents, while ignoring the transformations that lead from one
document to another.
In [24], provenance is interpreted simply as the type of process that created
the data. In the considered application domain, i.e. reservoir engineering, the
same process often generates instances of semantically related concepts. Assuming access to historical data with complete provenance information, it becomes
possible to compute confidence values for semantic associations between concepts that have the same generating process. Given an instance of a concept,
its missing provenance can be predicted using the semantic association with the
highest confidence value and assigning the provenance of associated items. This
work overlaps with workflow mining [1], where workflows are mined from log
files.
In the computational workflow environment, [5] describes an approach for
inferring service substitutions using examples found in provenance traces, essentially, mining a high-level provenance description.

Leveraging network structures Other work (e.g., [17, 3]) has proposed to
reconstruct the provenance of information based on the topology of the underlying network. In this case provenance is intended as a provenance path, i.e.
the set of nodes and edges through which the information is communicated.
Specifically, in [17], some simple techniques for the reconstruction of incomplete
provenance in an information sharing network are given. Provenance is represented as a list of signed metadata from the nodes that have received a specific
information item. These metadata include the node identifier, the location and
time at which the node processed the item. In case of partial metadata for one
node, the missing parts can be approximated based on the metadata from the
neighboring nodes. On the other hand, if the provenance chain is incomplete, the
path of the information can be reconstructed by first listing all possible paths
(either constructing a reachability set or by previously profiling the system) and
then matching a path that is most compatible to the known provenance, both
by total length and order of common subsequences.
The problem of tracking the information provenance path in a social media
setting is defined in [3]. The paper describes how to leverage the structure of a
social network present to estimate the most likely provenance paths for a given
piece of information. The notion of provenance in this setting is limited to a list
of transmitting nodes, without differentiating between the operations that could
be performed on these nodes.
Leveraging the execution environment The following approaches rely on
knowledge about the execution environment to infer or rebuild provenance information. Work in the database community, has defined the notion of a registry of
weak inverse functions that allow transformation allow the inverse of functions
applied within a database to be approximated in order to track back provenance [23]. These approximation functions must be registered by users of the
system.
In the context of stream data processing, complete provenance information
can be very large. In order to reduce the required storage, [19] proposes to store
only coarse-grained provenance. Through coarse-grained information about the
transformations performed on data and a temporal data model they introduce an
algorithm to reconstruct the processing window data and compute fine-grained
provenance (tuple-level).
[16] discusses the need for provenance systems that are able to detect and
correct errors in provenance records. The authors consider several examples in
which the provenance information is incomplete, missing or erroneous, either
because of rogue users or failing processes, and conclude that provenance systems
should include redundancy (e.g. having several copies of the same record in
different nodes) and tamperproof mechanisms to minimize these issues.
Several systems have gathered provenance information about provenance
transparently by monitoring application at the operating system level [18, 14].
Based on knowledge about how processes run and reads and writes to the file
system occur, these system can reconstruct provenance information.

2.2

Reconstructing provenance as change detection

There exists extensive research on reconstructing sequences of operations based
on input and output data, in particular in change detection and edit distance
algorithms. These approaches can be seen as analogous to the problem of reconstructing provenance. We give a brief overview of this work here.
Edit distance is a common similarity measure between two entities that consists of the number of transformations required to transform one entity into
another. Algorithms for computing the edit distance can also output the related sequence of operations, called edit script. This edit script can be seen as
corresponding to some approximate form of provenance.
In the literature, there are several well-known algorithms for computing the
edit distance for different types of entities, for example strings, ordered and unordered trees [6] and graphs [15]. In these cases, usually the set of considered
transformation consists in elementary operations, e.g. insert/delete node, substitute node, etc. In general, computing the minimal edit distance for unordered
trees and graphs has been proved to be an NP-hard problem, although polynomial algorithms have been devised for some special cases of restricted graph
structures. Other possible approaches consider using heuristics or approximating
the minimal edit distance.
Leveraging domain knowledge, it becomes possible to define more efficient
heuristic solutions, e.g. for hierarchically structured data with node insert, node
delete, node update as well as subtree move and copy operations [8, 7]. Other edit
distance algorithms have been tailored for specific types of data with the corresponding operations. [10] introduce an algorithm for edit distance in ordered
XML documents. [12] proposes three different similarity metrics for Business
Process Models: text similarity, structural similarity and behavioral similarity.
Bao et al. [2] compare provenance traces of several executions of the same workflow. Provenance traces are series-parallel graphs with well-nested forking and
looping and the set of considered edit operations (path insertion, deletion, expansion, contraction) is different from the standard tree edit distance problem,
thus it is possible to define efficient polynomial time algorithms. PROMPTDIFF
is a tool for differentiating ontologies that allows for the detection of high-level
changes, which provide richer semantics than change primitives just discussed
[21]. In particular, the tool first reconstructs the basic change operations using a
set of heuristic matchers and then applies a set of rules to infer complex change
operations.
We note that all of the above-mentioned approaches for change detection
refer to entities of the same type and optimizations are possible because of
deeper knowledge about the domain.
2.3

Reconstructing provenance as planning

Another related field is the planning of composite operations from several atomic
operations based on user requirements about the output operation (i.e., AI planning).

A particular instance of this problem is automated web service composition,
i.e. the problem of creating plans composing several web services automatically
based on user requirements, possibly taking into account also the availability of
the web services and the quality of service at run-time. This work is similar to
reconstructing provenance as the data involved (i.e. service descriptions) tend to
involve complex representations that need to be connected by a set of complex
operations. However, unlike provenance, service descriptions are generally of one
format.
The general assumptions in this work is that there exists a repository of web
services and that a formal description of each web service is available, as well
as the formalization of user requirements. In most approaches the composition
is divided in two phases: synthesis, which aims at creating a plan of abstract
services, and orchestration, which substitutes the abstract services with one of
the possibly many functionally equivalent concrete services. Several surveys (e.g.
[22, 4]) describe a number of methods that have been proposed for this problem,
they can be categorized into workflow composition and AI planning.
In workflow composition approaches a composite service can be seen as a
workflow of atomic services, thus dynamic workflow methods for binding the
abstract workflow plan to concrete resources can be reused. However, often these
methods require a predefined abstract plan with the set of tasks and in most
cases they are limited to serial and parallel composition of tasks. In AI planning
approaches formal descriptions of the preconditions and effects of each service
are provided. From these descriptions, a plan can be generated automatically by
a logical theorem prover or an AI planner.
One of the challenges in these approaches is that they need to handle nondeterminism and partially observable states, as well as considering fault-tolerance,
quality of service and interactivity with the user during the planning phase.
These issues are not present when reconstructing provenance. Furthermore, unlike our domain these approaches require formal descriptions of data.

3

A new approach to reconstructing provenance

Our approach builds upon the above work to develop a new approach to reconstructing provenance that is less dependent on formal descriptions or extensive
domain knowledge. Figure 1 illustrates our approach with an example.
The user prepares the data, typically with Excel or a programming tool such
as R, but those steps are not recorded. The prepared data is used as input to
a model (for example, the Owens-Gibbs model for estimating reaeration rates),
which the system knows takes as input date, salinity, average temperature, and
CO2 levels in that order. From that, the system infers the metadata for the
prepared dataset that was used as input, so FC1 is date, FC2 is salinity, FC3 is
temperature, and so on. Now the system searches for transformations that could
have been used to transform the initial data into the prepared data, and hypothesizes that column FC2 was derived from truncating the values in OC6, column
FC3 from averaging each entry in OC4 and OC5, and column FC4 from OC7.

Fig. 1. An example illustrating the reconstructed provenance of a dataset, and the
semantics that were assigned to it because of the model that was used to analyze it.

The system may not be able to figure out that FC1 was derived from OC1.
These hypothesized transformations constitute the (possibly partially) reconstructed provenance, which the system then uses to infer semantic metadata for
the initial dataset by propagating the metadata of the prepared dataset through
the reconstructed provenance.
A major technical challenge for this to work is that there is a very large
search space of possible data transformations. Another challenge is that the
transformations that users can make to a dataset are not enumerable in principle
so the search space is unbound. To address these challenges, there are three key
features of our approach.
First, we use anytime algorithms for our search. This means that at any
time after they start running, the system will be able to output a partial understanding of how the data was transformed. For example, it may have figured
out in a few minutes what six of the nine columns are, it may figure out two
more columns in an hour, but it may never be able to figure out what two other
columns are because the transformations were not defined in the systems library.
Second, we use systematic search to explore the space of transformations in
a principled manner. This means that the system detects when the same partial
set of transformations were reached in two different areas of the search space,
and only spend time once to further explore them. We use heuristics to guide the
search to explore the most promising partial transformation at any given time.

Third, we are developing a library of basic transformations that are common across scientific domains. These include basic mathematical functions, spatial and temporal data transformations, and string transformations (truncation,
prefix additions, etc.)
We have developed a prototype of this system to demonstrate the approach.
It uses the A* search algorithm combined with a heuristic function based on edit
distance to infer the provenance as a sequence of transformations on the original
dataset. This search algorithm is heuristic and expands the most promising partial sequence of transformations at each search iteration. Essentially, it combines
the approach of AI planning with similarity measures to try to come up with
a reasonable approximation of the provenance of a given dataset. The current
prototype supports only a small number of structural transformations on tabular
data (e.g. CSVs) but we are currently incorporating more.
A key element of the prototype is that we are able to identify particular cells
within the output data that can be traced back to cells in the input data. We
are currently implementing an approach to back propagate metadata about the
output data to the input data using this reconstructed provenance trace.

4

Conclusion

In this paper, we have provided an overview of related work in reconstructing
provenance. Based on this overview, we have outlined a new approach to reconstructing provenance that combines AI planning and change detection techniques. While our current work is research in progress, it offers the community
a novel frame to think about the problem of reconstructing provenance.
Importantly, reconstructing provenance provides a new solution to the problem of metadata annotation in science. The approach requires no effort from
the scientist and would provide a number of benefits: 1) provenance would be
automatically reconstructed for tools that do not track it and are ubiquitous in
sciences such as Excel; 2) metadata would be automatically annotated including
the original data used in an analysis; 3) the reconstructed provenance could used
to automatically prepare new data from the same initial sources (e.g. sensors).
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